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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4673043A] A motor-driven hammer having an impact mechanism that is driven by the motor via a crank drive. The hammer has a
protective cover that is provided with handgrips and is cushioned relative to the housing of the hammer. When viewed in the upright position of
operation of the hammer, the cover is spaced from, and covers, the top, both sides, and the front of the motor and crank drive, at least relative
to an operator. Two pairs of swing arms extend on both sides between the housing and the cover for positively guiding the cover parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the hammer. The swing arms of a given pair of arms are disposed parallel to one another, and are spaced apart one above the
other. Each arm has two ends, one of which is pivotably mounted on the cover, and the other of which is pivotably mounted on the housing. This
pivotable mounting is effected by pivot mechanisms, at least some of which are embodied in the form of soft torsion springs. The swing arms have a
pivot range that is free except for the torsion spring effect. Stops are provided for elastically delimiting the free pivot range of the arms. These stops
cooperate in a cushioned manner and are disposed on the housing and on the cover. The stops have a spring force that increases progressively
outwardly from the free pivot range of the swing arms.
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